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Borderline personality disorder is a mental disorder that affects almost 1.5% of the population as a whole. The onset of the disease is usually in adolescence or early adulthood and symptoms include inconsistent mood changes and emotional instability, self-harm behavior, intense emotional responses, impulsive
behavior and distorted self-esteem. The main feature is emotional dysregulation, which often negatively affects human relations. Due to the fact that this is a poorly studied area of research, many people are not familiar with either the disease itself or the strategies of survival. If you are treated or diagnosed with BPD,
your emotions can sometimes be overwhelming and you may find difficulty managing your emotional response. You have to try to cope with your feelings using some of the following survival mechanisms. Behavioral ActivationYs should try to engage in a very engaging activity rather than choosing passive, such as
watching TV or playing games on your computer. So go for a walk, go to the gym, dance it. Choose an activity that can keep your mind distracted from your current emotional state and at the same time can keep your energy levels elevated. Avoid unhealthy behaviors, many people with BPD to cope with their emotional
pain, turn to unhealthy ways to cope. Some paradigms of these are violent behavior, self-harm and substance abuse. Before you act on it, click pause and think twice. Try to distance yourself from the pain and rethink your next move3. Find emotional and practical support To kill your pain. Be open about what you are
dealing with, especially for the people who care about you. Don't be afraid to share your struggle with them and discuss the problem. They will try to understand and find ways to cope and support you. Knowledge brings with it support, trust and empathy. When you are dealing with strong emotions you will always have
someone close to you. Otherwise, there are many helplines that you could talk about your feelings4. MindfulnessTrae focus on the present moment and be aware of your thoughts and surroundings. Accept your emotions and understand them deeply. Learn grounding techniques In moments when your emotions are very
strong and you feel like a zone, find ways to ground yourself up to the moment. There are many techniques including Stand Like a Tree, a powerful ancient stand-up meditation method, or Mindful Walking, where you just walk but at the same time stay focused on the present and the environment around you.6 Learn
relaxation techniques Take deep, focus and listen to your count back.7. Be patientFest time you will feel more comfortable with your emotions, you will be able to find out what causes their presence, you will be able to control them. You'll feel, you'll feel powerful in relation to your emotions8. Help someone else. Share
your story with the world. Inspire others with the same condition to come forward and share your challenge as well. Help people confront their fears and confront their mess. You will be inspired by yourself if you make something positive out of it.9 Keep a sullen diaryTika it as a diary, but for your emotions. Write down
everything you feel. This can help you gain control over your emotional disorders and prevent emotional outbursts.10 Take care of your physical healthIt is a fact that our physical health is in sync with our mental health. Our sleep, diet, physical activity regulate our emotions and our behavior. Take care of yourself and
you will be able to detect the difference. Always choose outdoor activities to boost your mood and avoid harmful ways (such as junk food, alcohol) to help you cope with the present, but in the long run will make you feel worse.11 Think twice before reacting to other people To identify your basic and secondary emotions in
any situation and decipher them. Is it worth reacting to someone you love before checking in with your emotions in the first place? It is a common feel overwhelmed by a whirlwind of emotions. Learn how to distance yourself and take a step behind. Try to regulate how you feel with the methods we mentioned above.12 Be
brave and start therapy is not something you can deal with on your own. It is very important to recognize the moment when you need someone else's help, and look for it. Studies have shown that dialectic behavioral therapy (DBT), Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and Therapeutic Therapy (MBT) are the most



effective psychosocial interventions for people with personality disorders, especially with BPD. Find yourself a therapist to help you cope with your condition in your daily life. If you experience the symptoms of BPD, you may feel like every day fighting against your emotional ups and downs. Here are some tips to cope
with complex emotions day in and day out and improve your long-term health and well-being. What you can do to get through this: Trust someone you trust and ask for help To identify your self-harm triggers and realize the desire arises Identify effective distractions: Rub ice over where you want to damage yourself with
sticky tape or plaster your skin and clean it to take a cold bath Deep Breath Find new and healthy survival strategies Keep a diary for your emotions and survival strategies , sleep and exercise well notify those around you know what to do in a crisis Turn to mental Professional SUNRISE - Self calm to view more self-
quick tips to visit the sunrise. Sadness can be difficult for emotions to deal with, and it is possible that it deepens into depression. What You Can Do to Get Through It: Trust Someone You Trust Look Look Your Physical Health and Hygiene Find Activities You Like and Find Relaxing Create a Sustainability List. For
example: Wrap up in a blanket and watch your favorite TV show Massage Hands with a nice smelling moisturizer Write all your negative feelings on a piece of paper and break it To listen to the song you will find the Uplift Keep the Mood Diary Appeal to a Mental Health Professional For more information project Air
Strategy - Emotion Management. The fight against depression is an information package developed by the Center for Clinical Interventions. Download the modules to learn how to control your mood. Mind UK - Understanding Depression for more careful guidance on possible causes of depression, access to treatment
and support, self-help advice and guidance for friends and family. A sense of anxiety, tension and panic anxiety arises in times of fear, which includes stress, embarrassment, criticism and rejection. In a period of intense fear, panic attacks can occur unexpectedly and suddenly. SUNRISE - Finding the right disaster
tolerance skill for your situation What you can do to get through it: Trust someone you trust and ask for help Look after your physical health Try relaxation techniques Make yourself a hot drink and drink it slowly, pay attention to the taste and smell, the shape of the mug and its weight in the hand Practice breathing
exercises Lee's reality checklist - write down all what you can think of where you are now, such as time, date, room color, etc. Take a warm bath or shower - it can help change your mood, creating a soothing atmosphere and distracting physical sensations Give yourself time to recognize the symptoms Keep a diary To
turn to mental health professional BREATHEAWARE - Deep breathing Every space as a form of escape, however Dissociation becomes a problem when it interferes with your daily life or leads you to risky behavior. In the beginning, you probably won't realize that this will happen until someone else notifies you. What
you can do to get through this: Look after your physical health Keep the Journal of Visualise Safe Places Practice Grounding Techniques. For example: Chew a piece of ginger or chilli and notice a strong smell and taste to clap your hands and notice the searing sensation of Drink a glass of ice water Walk barefoot Lee
reality checklist - write down or tell the time and date to notify those around you know what to do in Crisis Contact a Mental Health Specialist For more information Project Air Strategy - Disaster Management. Overcoming disaster intolerance is a set of modules developed by the Clinical Intervention Center. You can
complete these modules to understand about and help you anxiety or uncomfortable feelings more effectively. People consume alcohol and drugs for various reasons - relaxation, focus, focus, feeling bored, curious, avoiding problems or relieving from emotional stress. Recreational substances affect the way you see
things, your mood and your behavior. There are medical, professional, criminal, relationships and financial hazards with excessive substance use and taking illegal drugs. It is difficult to accept that you may be having problems and ask for help. Be honest with yourself and others and get the help and support you need.
What you can do to get through this: Recognize when your substance use has become a Confide problem in someone you trust and ask for help in investigating suitable treatment options and support near you Find alternative healthy survival strategies to eat, sleep and implement well-to-deal failures and keep going for
more information project Air Strategy - Problems with alcohol and drug use to identify signs and consequences of substance abuse and ways to cope with the substance abuse. Mind UK - Understanding the mental health implications of recreational drugs and alcohol for guidance on the effects of alcohol and drugs, what
can happen if you have a double diagnosis with a mental health problem, access to support, and guidance for friends and family. Australian BPD Foundation - WeCanOnline Are you interested in being part of an informal online community of peer groups for people diagnosed with BPD? The aim of the group is to raise
awareness of the diagnosis of BPD and the consequences for people. WeCanOnline also wants to have a collective voice to lobby for better access, treatment options, and more receptive or specialized BPD services. Click on the link to complete the survey before joining. Border Support Group Personality Disorders This
online support group welcomes all people. Forums are public, not staffed by mental health professionals. BPD Recovery is a safe arena for those with mental illness and disorders (particularly BPD) to share concerns, opinions, seek out like-minded people working toward recovery, discuss medications and therapy
approaches, and explore the impact their illness (es) have had on their lives and the lives of their loved ones. The tools promoted here are mostly based on TSS. As mentioned, you don't need to have an official diagnosis to participate or benefit from the resources offered here. Everyone is welcome. THE SANE Forums
Live Experience Forum is a safe, anonymous community for people living with mental illness, moderated by 24/7 mental health professionals. Beyondblue Online Community This community is all about supporting and learning from each other for all those affected by health related to concern. To respond to a post or start
a new thread, you must be a member. Membership in the Forum is open to all who live in Australia. These forums are community-like and understaffed mental health professionals. Elefriends This free British online community is the place to and get support. It is a safe place for yourself where you can listen, share and
be heard. Anyone over the age of 18 can join. The community is moderated by handlers in Mind UK. It is available to users on desktops, iPhone and Android. Android. borderline personality disorder self help books. borderline personality disorder self help groups. borderline personality disorder self help worksheets.
borderline personality disorder self help worksheets pdf. borderline personality disorder self help pdf. best self-help books for borderline personality disorder. borderline personality disorder books self help pdf. get self help borderline personality disorder
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